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IRIDIUM PREPAID SIM-CARD
Can be used with all kind of Iridium devices. Iridium
devices can’t be used with SIM cards from any other
Service Providers.

CHECKING BALANCE
You can check the balance of your Iridium prepaid SIM card by simply dialling 2888, free of
charge. A computer voice will inform you about the balance, it’s a little bit difficult to understand:
You have nnn minutes left on this card. Your account will expire in nnn days. Good bye
Alternate you send a plain text message to 2888 and receive the recent balance as reply.
For Iridium GO! Prepaid
Alternate you send a text message to +2888 with text body minimum 1 character and receive
the recent balance as reply.
2-STAGE-DIALING
The Two-Stage Dialling Platform (PSTN originated dialling) was developed to allow callers the
ability to call an Iridium subscriber. The calling party dials an Arizona USA number 001
4807682500. This connects the caller to Iridium’s Two-Stage Dialling platform located in the
Tempe, Arizona. Using automated voice prompts, the calling party enters the Iridium
subscriber’s phone number (8816……). The system will identity the IRIDIUM subscriber and put
the call through to the phone. If the customer is not available, through voice prompts the caller
will have the option to leave either a numeric or voice mail message.
The voice prompts on this platform are in the English language only.
The calling party is charged long distance rates from their origination point to Iridium’s TwoStage Dialling Platform in the Tempe Gateway through their own LD carrier. The Iridium
Customer is charged according to the fee below.
TARIFF PLANS
You can choose between eight different kinds of tariff plans:
Tariff plan „World“
Tariff plan „Global“
Tariff plan „Africa“
Tariff plan „Africa / Middle East“
Tariff plan „Northern Lights“
Tariff plan „Latin-America“
Tariff plan “Iridium GO!”
Voucher of different tariff plans can’t be uploaded at the same time to Iridium prepaid SIM.
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TARIFF PLAN WORLD
Activated in this tariff plan you can use your SIM card worldwide.
There are a lot of different vouchers available at the tariff plan „world“. You are free to combine
these vouchers as needed. Simply add the validity period and the minutes to get the correct
result. Unused minutes can be extended if a new voucher is purchased. The SIM card is
permanently deactivated after expiry if not recharged. Expiry dates are cumulative up to 2 years.
Unused minutes remain valid as long as the SIM do not expire. The SIM card is permanently
deactivated 270 days after expiry if not recharged. By recharging the SIM within the 270 days
grace period the phone number, data number and PIN and PUK codes remain.
Vouchers for tariff plan World
75
75
75
200
600
1,200
3,000
5,000

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

30
60
90
6
12
24
24
24

days validity
days validity
days validity
months validity
months validity
months validity
months validity
months validity

75 minutes
0 minutes

0
30

days validity
days validity

4,500
4,500
4,500
12,000
36,000
72,000
180,000
300,000

units
units
units
units
units
units
units
units

4,500 units
0 units

The 75 Minutes voucher add 75 minutes to the balance, the validity period do not change. You
can’t use this voucher for a first activation of the SIM card.
The 0 minutes voucher extends the expiration of the SIM and current minutes 30 days. You
can’t use this voucher for a first activation of the SIM card.
Per minute pricing using tariff plan World
One minute credit of this voucher is equivalent to 60 units. Billing increment is 20 seconds.
Charge per minute
For outgoing calls to
fixed
cell phones
60 units
60 units

Iridium
30 units

for incoming calls
0 units

for incoming calls via 2-stage-dialling
60 units

other satellite networks
540 units

for outgoing data calls (Dial-up, Direct Internet)
60 units
for incoming data calls
0 units

Calling Voicemailbox
30 units
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Charge for
outgoing SMS or email
6 units

incoming SMS or email
0 units
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